NOLA STUDIO GRAND REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKER
The NOLA Studio Grand Reference Gold is a floor standing
loudspeaker of compact proportions that employs the exotic
components of our Gold Collection. This includes the same Alnico
magnesium woofers, Alnico dipole open baffle mid-range and our new
true ribbon tweeter. This three-way, three-driver system provides edge
of the art performance in smaller rooms. Utilizing the same one square
foot of floor space as the Metro Grand Reference Gold, its performance
is also very user friendly. The system is supplied with a piano black
finished base and four heavy- duty spikes. An optional ball bearing
isolation platform is also available.
The 160 mm gold phase plug Alnico magnet bass driver provides deep
bass with a clarity that is unusual at any price. It mates perfectly with
the 120 mm Alnico open baffle mid-range. The latest version of our
true ribbon tweeter incorporates components that NOLA is now
manufacturing for even better performance. The NOLA Studio Grand
Reference Gold is truly a smaller, but same ultimate quality
implementation of the Metro Grand Reference Gold at the most
attractive price ever offered for a Gold Collection product. The
reproduction of a good deal of the “atmosphere of the recording venue”
that the Metro Grand is famous for, combined with the grain-free
instantaneous response of the new ribbon tweeter, make its
presentation unique in this size and price point.

Specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Frequency Range:
Sensitivity:
Impedance:
Finish:

42.25” H x 11.5” W x 13.5” D (overall including bases and spikes)
50 lbs. net per side
32 Hz to 100 kHz
86 dB @ 8 ohms, amplifier friendly
8 ohm / 6 ohm minimum
True Piano Rosewood with True Piano Black bases is standard.
Piano Black and other finishes available by special order.
~ Specifications subject to change without notice. ~
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